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Bits and bytes by Cassie:

Cont’d

Domestic Abuse is a pattern of coercive,
controlling behavior that is a pervasive lifethreatening crime affecting people in all
communities regardless of gender, age, sexual
orientation, race, ethnicity, religion, social standing
and immigration status. There are multiple types of
domestic abuse; physical, emotional, sexual,
financial. Stalking, and harassment. I think
domestic violence is wrong and should be reported.
Abuse isn’t easy to be told; but you should tell
someone. In Long Island, a mother of three
attempted to kill her husband. She looked up what
liquids for cars can kill humans. She began the
attempts on September 6th. The Husband spit the
foul-tasting beverage out and left with his kids the
next day. On September 10th, she slipped into his
home and began pouring antifreeze into a Pepsi.
This time he called the police and had a camera set
up. She came back into the house 2 days later and
had her children help her open a wine bottle with
two bottles of antifreeze ready to pour. She was
caught on camera and lab tests proved it was
antifreeze. She is charged with domestic violence
and attempted murder.

Relationship when they are legally married to someone
else. The FDLS; Fundamentalist of Latter Day Saints,
had a compound in Pringle ,S SD/ The group was
charged with not having birth certificates or death
certificates. The FDLS group is in Colorado City,
Arizona. And on the southern border of Utah. A, major
group in Utah besides the FDLS is the Kingston group.
The Kingston Group is charged with multimillion dollar
fraud. The Kingston Group has married girls under 15
and some girls were forced to marry cousins and other
family members. The Kingston Group has been found
neglectful and abusive to children. Three girls have been
helping others to escape polygamy and get their lives
together outside of the group. I think polygamy is wrong
and should not be practiced because it is illegal in the
US. Polygamy is neglectful, abusive, and another means
of controlling someone.
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Polygamy
Polygamy is the practice of having multiple spouses
at one time. When a man is married to more than
one wife at a time, sociologists call this polygamy.
When a woman is married to more than one
husband at a time, it is called polyandry. Polygamy
is legal for Muslims in India, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, South Africa, and Nigeria. Polygamy is
only allowed in a small part of Utah in the U.S.
Polygamy is illegal in all 50 states. But Utah’s law
is unique in that a person can be found guilty not
just for having two legal marriage licenses, but also
for cohabiting with another adult in a marriage like

The Buzz from Taelonna;
Interpretations. The difference between the want and
need is shown if you want something you take it
selfishly, to own it. The need is to know the appreciation
of the thing you feel you needed. But the interpretation
that we need anything is careless and selfish to have the
position of the love of need. To want for self is not
completely wrong, but you need to le go and be
interpreted as you are. The interpretation is that we all
need something but its just want.
Interpretation- the action of explaining the meaning of
something.

Lines from Luigi. Materialism is a tendency to consider
material possession and physical comfort as more
important than spiritual values. It is also a form of
Philosophical monism which holds that matter is the
fundament substance in nature. A banal example of
materialism could be valuing a new car over friendships.

